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ABSTRACT
With emerging technologies bringing Internet of Things (IoT) de-
vices into domestic environments, trigger-action programming such
as IFTTT with its simple if-this-then-that pattern provides an effec-
tive way for end-users to connect fragmented intelligent services
and program their own smart home/work space automation. While
the simplicity of trigger-action programming can be effective for
non-programmers with its straightforward concepts and graphical
user interface, it does not allow the algorithmic expressivity that a
programming language has. For instance, the simple if-this-then-
that structure cannot cover complex algorithms that arise from real
world scenarios involving multiple conditions or keeping track of a
sequence of conditions (e.g., incrementing counters, triggering one
action if two conditions are both true). In this exploratory work, we
take an alternative approach by creating a programmable channel
between application programming interfaces (APIs), which allows
programmers to preserve states and to use them to write complex
algorithms. We propose iThem, which stands for intelligence of
them—internet of things, that allow programmers to author any
complex algorithms that can connect different IoT services and fully
unleash the freedom of a general programming language. In this
poster, we share the design, development, and ongoing validation
progress of iThem, which piggybacks on existing programmable
IoT system IFTTT, and which allows for a programmable channel
that connects triggers and actions in IFTTT with versatility.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → User interface programming; •
Software and its engineering → Application specific devel-
opment environments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the increasing prevalence of smart devices [10]
and social media [21] has produced an overwhelming number of

independent smart and connected products and services for indi-
viduals and households to manage. Trigger-action programming is
a popular end-user technology that allows users to specify simple
IF-THEN rules for controlling the Internet of Things and various
services [1, 7]. For example, a trigger-action program involving a
weather service and a smart light bulb might be: IF it starts to rain
(the trigger), THEN change the color of my light bulb to blue (the
action). Trigger-action programming services, such as IFTTT [17]
(which stands for if-this-than-that) or Zappier[25], provide an effec-
tive way for end-users to connect fragmented services and imple-
ment their own smart home/work space automation [8, 9, 15, 22, 23].

However, many real world workflows are too complicated to
be represented as simple IF-THEN algorithms. For example, the
previous example of changing the light bulb color to blue when
it rains does not have to run when a user is not at home. Rather,
it should send a text message to the user if they are not at home.
Or the algorithm should not run when the user is asleep for not
distracting their sleep with blue lights. The oversimplified IF-THEN
model limits users from customizing their algorithms, making it dif-
ficult to deal with growing complexities in their desired automated
scenarios [15, 20, 22, 23].

Researchers have pointed out this limitation in programmable
IoT. Through a series of contextual inquiries with families on home
automation needs, Brich et al. have shown simple trigger-action
rules are not sufficient to fulfill the needs of complex real life sce-
narios [2]. Researchers have looked into augmenting trigger-action
programming by allowing users to combine multiple triggers and
actions [15], providing additional conditional operators and con-
straints [9, 20] crowdsourcing algorithm authoring [16], visualizing
and expanding debugging process [1, 3, 11, 26], and recommend-
ing programming recipes [4–6]. However, there remains limitation
in taking advantage of the full expressivity that a programming
language can afford with trigger-action-based IoT programming.

In this work, we take an alternative approach which augments
the existing programmable IoT service IFTTTwith a general-purpose
programming language. We propose iThem—a trigger-action pro-
gramming interface that can connect IFTTT triggers and actions
with any user-programmed algorithm in between. iThem enables
persistent state with simple database storage and retrieval, and it
allows users to express complex logic in JavaScript to determine
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Figure 1: A applet in IFTTT where the user’s desk Philips
Hue light bulb will blink every time there is a new Youtube
subscriber.

which actions should result from a trigger. In this poster, we will
share the design pattern of the proposed system, features that en-
able connections between IFTTT features and any user-authored
javascript code. The proposed design pattern offers a novel piggy-
back prototype that can abstract APIs connection by leveraging an
existing IoT programming service and still allowing programmabil-
ity for further personalized, automated workflows between smart
devices and social media. Lastly, we will share our ongoing efforts
of user study plan for validation.

2 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we introduce the design and features of iThem.
Before we introduce iThem, we briefly introduce IFTTT concepts
which are required to understand iThem’s functionality. There are
four different components in IFTTT: service, trigger, action, and
applet.

• A service is a building block of IFTTT that abstracts an
API of a smart device (e.g., smart thermostat, smart light
bulb), social media (e.g., Twitter, Instagram), or information
service (e.g., Weather). A service has a set of triggers and
actions that it supports.

• A trigger is an event that is detected by a service, which is
used to call an action on IFTTT. (e.g., Elon Musk tweeted)

• An action is the behavior of a service that IFTTT initiates
when a trigger fires. (e.g., Text me the price of a crypto-
currency that I follow.)

• An applet is a specification of trigger-action relationship
and represents one application in IFTTT.

Suppose a YouTube creator wants to make their Phillips Hue
light bulb blink whenever there is a new subscriber. The user can
create an applet that connects two services: YouTube for a trigger
(a new subscriber) and Phillips Hue for an action (blink an light
bulb). This applet is depicted in Figure 1.

2.1 Piggybacking on IFTTT
We take advantage of IFTTT and use its existing functions of
triggers and actions that abstract communications via APIs with

Figure 2: iThem is an extension of IFTTT that consists of trig-
gers, actions, and an integrated development environment.
Users can connect triggers of any service to an iThem action,
which is named an inlet as it takes incoming signals and
can write, run, and test code in inlets (left side). An outlet
is iThem’s trigger in IFTTT that can be connected to other
IFTTT actions. Users can call one or more outlets in the inlet
via a pre-defined function callOutlet(righr side).

abundant number of services. This approach of developing a pro-
grammable service that can connect existing components of IFTTT
is inspired from piggyback prototyping [12], which allows us to tap
into an already-established, mature system.

iThem is an extension of IFTTT that consists of triggers, actions,
and an integrated development environment (IDE, See Figure 2,
available at https://ithem.cs.vt.edu) for programming, running, and
testing. iThem serves as a programmable middle layer where user
can write JavaScript code that can run by any IFTTT triggers and
subsequently call any IFTTT actions. We explain three critical
components of iThem: inlets, outlets, and state.

2.1.1 Inlets. To create a complex algorithm that if-this-then-that
pattern cannot cover, users can split one applet into multiple applets
which typically has iThem in the middle. Users can connect triggers
of any service to an iThem action, which is named an inlet as it
takes incoming signals. An inlet— iThem’s IFTTT action— is always
associated with one javascript file. Users can write, run, and test
code in inlets, shown on the left side of interface in figure 2

2.1.2 Outlets. An outlet is iThem’s trigger in IFTTT that can be
connected to other IFTTT actions, shown on the right side of inter-
face in figure 2 Users can call one or more outlets in the inlet via a
pre-defined function callOutlet(). Then a user needs to create an
applet in IFTTT, using a iThem trigger with a specific outlet handle
and connect the trigger to a different action. Invoking outlets from
inlets allow users to connect different applets.

2.1.3 States. A state is a backend variable to preserve a state of
an algorithm across inlet calls. To unlock the full ability of pro-
gramming, iThem provides the ability for users to store simple

https://ithem.cs.vt.edu
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Figure 3: A use case of iThem and IFTTT for John and his cat Youtube Channel: With iThem, John was able to create a
complex automation where his desk light only blinks when the number of new subscribers reaches a multiple of 100 and his
Amazon Echo proudly announces the new subscriber count if the new subscribers number is at the multiple of 1000. John
used one incoming applet to call inlet ’subIncrease’ if there’s a new subscriber, and two applets that will be called through
’PlayCelebration’ and ’BlinkLightBulb’ outlets to perform light-bulb blinking and Amazon Echo announcement action. John
stored the number of subscribers in a state variable ’numSubscriber’ and wrote his algorithm in ’subIncrease.js’

or complex data, preserving any state they may have. Users can
create a variable from the interface and can programmatically read
and write data into variables via pre-defined loadState() and
saveState().

2.2 Implementation
iThem platform is implemented with NextJS and React as frame-
works and MongoDB as a flexible database. The communication
between iThem and IFTTT is implemented based on IFTTT API
documentation. The code-running environment in inlets utilizes
‘vm2’1, a Node sandbox module that allows users to run untrusted
code securely in a single process. IFTTT services and iThem allow
passing a simple string data field from trigger to action and inlets
allow users to read this user-customizable data.

2.3 Example iThem scenario
John is a software developer and he created a youtube channel to
showcase his cute cat. Initially, John’s cat’s channel only gained
a few followers per week. John felt very proud nonetheless and
wanted to make an automation that can make his desk Philips Hue
light bulb blink every time there is a new subscriber. He created an
applet in IFTTT to do precisely that, as depicted in Figure 1.

As John uploaded more and more funny and cute videos of his
cat, his cat channel started to gain popularity. Now his desk light
would blink a couple times every hour, sometimes even several
times per minute. His IFTTT applet was now an annoyance. He

1https://github.com/patriksimek/vm2

wanted to set a condition that the desk light only blinks when the
number of new subscribers reaches a multiple of 100. However, he
cannot do that with IFTTT because they do not have such a trigger
and he cannot keep track of subscriber numbers.

With iThem, however, he was able to create his ideal automation.
He created a variable ’numSubscriber’ in iThem to store the total
number of subscribers. In IFTTT, he created an applet with the same
IF condition (i.e. IF a new account subscribed to my cat channel) but
with a different THEN action (i.e. THEN call my program in iThem).
He also created an outlet called "BlinkLightBulb" connecting to an
applet in IFTTT with a action ’blink lightbulb’. In addition to make
the desk light blink, he also want to have his Amazon Echo proudly
announce the new subscriber count if the new subscribers number
is at the multiple of 1000, so he created another outlet in iThem,
along with the corresponding applet in IFTTT. Figure 3 shows the
overall structures of IFTTT and iThem of this automation and the
code.

3 ONGOING EFFORTS AND FUTUREWORK
We plan to validate our system with a two-part user study. In the
first part of the study, we will introduce iThem to participants
and then ask them to solve a series of problems using the system.
This part of the study is mainly to evaluate and collect feedback
on the user interface. We will evaluate iThem based on how well
participants were able to complete the tasks or not, as well as
through a usability survey and exit interview.

For the second part of the study, the same participants will be
given a week to come up with their own algorithms to implement

https://github.com/patriksimek/vm2
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using iThem. At the end of the week, we will have a short interview
to probe for any shortcomings with iThem’s computational model
and also to gauge participants’ attitudes about using a system like
iThem in the future.

While our planned study is aimed at validating our system
with participants who have coding experience, iThem could also
provide a valuable space for non-programmers to learn compu-
tational thinking skills. One future direction is to explore how
we can leverage iThem to nudge general users to learn program-
ming through the Do-It-Yourself style smart home configuration
projects [24]. Constructionism-based learning, or project-based
learning[13], is a popular and widely adopted pedagogical strategy
in computer science education [18] and research has shown that
projects with a combination of physical devices and programming
can result in greater engagement and understanding in program-
ming concepts[14, 19]. Through developing their own work/home
automation services, iThem will give end-users novel motivations
to learn to program with something that are relatable to their lives
and be better adapt in the ever-changing technology world.
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